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Abstract

Recently, the perspective on the role of the environment in multiagent
systems has undergone a fundamental change. Whereas functionalities of
the environment are often dealt with implicitly or in an ad-hoc manner,
recent research puts forward the environment as a first-order design ab-
straction in multiagent systems. Several researchers have demonstrated
that the environment can be used in a creative manner in the design of
multiagent system applications. Distinguishing between agent and envi-
ronment responsibilities ameliorates separation of concerns in multiagent
systems and improves engineering practice.

In this paper, we reflect on state-of-the-art research on environments
in multiagent systems. We explain what is meant by the environment
as a first-order abstraction. We reflect on models and responsibilities of
the environment, environment engineering, and applications. For each of
these research tracks, we give pointers for further reading. To conclude,
we point to a number of challenges for future research on environments in
multiagent systems.

1 Introduction

Multiagent systems are an approach to build complex decentralized applications.
A multiagent system consists of a population of autonomous entities (agents)
situated in a shared structured entity (the environment). One classic definition
of an autonomous agent is: an agent is a computer system that is situated in
some environment, and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment
in order to meet its design objectives [49]. This definition stresses the impor-
tance of the environment: an agent is not an isolated entity but it exists in an
environment in which it senses and acts. Current practice in multiagent systems
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typically associates the environment with infrastructure for communication and
resources external to the agents. Advanced uses of the environment are infras-
tructures for indirect coordination such as digital pheromones, or support for
governed interaction as in electronic institutions.

The perspective on the role of the environment in multiagent systems has
undergone a fundamental change in the last two years [11, 12, 1]. Whereas
functionalities of the environment are often dealt with implicitly or in an ad-
hoc manner, recent research puts forward the environment as a first-order design
abstraction in multiagent systems [45, 47]. The environment is considered as an
independent building block in the multiagent system that encapsulates its own
clear-cut responsibilities, irrespective of the agents. Several researchers have
demonstrated that the environment can be used in a creative manner in the
design of multiagent system applications. Distinguishing between agent and en-
vironment responsibilities helps to manage complexity and improves separation
of concerns in multiagent systems.

In this paper, we reflect on state-of-the-art research on environments in
multiagent systems. In the next section, we explain what is meant by the en-
vironment as a first-order abstraction. Subsequently, we look at models and
responsibilities of the environment (Section 3), environment engineering (Sec-
tion 4), and applications (Section 5). We reflect on each of these research tracks
based on key references, and we give pointers for further information. Finally,
we draw conclusions and present challenges for future research in Section 6.

2 The Environment as First-Order Design Ab-
straction

In this section, we first explain what is meant by the environment as first-order
abstraction in multiagent systems. Next we discuss different levels of support
that can be provided by the environment to agents. The section concludes with
pointers for further reading.

2.1 The Environment Abstraction

Recent research on environments in multiagent systems states that the environ-
ment is a first-order design abstraction. A first-class module can be defined as a
program building block, an independent piece of software which [...] provides an
abstraction or information hiding mechanism so that a module’s implementa-
tion can be changed without requiring any change to other modules [15]. Just as
the agents, the environment should therefore be an independent building block
that encapsulates its own clear-cut responsibilities in a multiagent system, that
differ from the agents’ responsibilities.

As a first-order abstraction, the environment has a dual role in a multiagent
system. First, the environment is an essential part of every multiagent system,
as the environment provides the surrounding conditions for agents to exist. On
their own, agents are just individual loci of control. To build a useful system
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out of individual agents, agents must be able to interact. The environment is
the glue that connects agents into a working system. Second, the environment
provides a design space that can be exploited by the multiagent system designer.
The environment mediates both the interaction among agents and the access
to resources. This implies that the environment can be an active entity with
specific responsibilities in the multiagent system. The environment provides
a medium for sharing information and mediating coordination among agents.
Separating agent and environment responsibilities helps to manage the huge
complexity of engineering complex real-world multiagent system applications.

2.2 Levels of Support

As a first-order abstraction, the environment can provide different levels of
support to the agents:

• Basic level. At the basic level, the environment enables agents to access
the deployment context. Deployment context refers to the given hard-
ware and software on which the agent application is deployed (processors,
network, operating system, etc.), and external resources with which the
system interfaces (databases, webservices, etc.). Providing access to the
deployment context to agents is an essential functionality of the environ-
ment in every agent system.

• Abstraction level. Besides offering basic access, the environment can also
provide a means to abstract the low-level details of the deployment con-
text. As such, the environment can bridge the conceptual gap between
the agents and the deployment context. The abstraction level shields low-
level details of the deployment context and possibly other resources in the
system to the agents. The environment supporting an abstraction level is
common in agent systems, and is provided in most agent platforms.

• Interaction mediation level. The environment can be enriched with addi-
tional support for the agents that extends the original deployment context.
The interaction mediation level offers support (1) to regulate the access to
shared resources, and (2) to mediate interaction between agents. With an
interaction mediation level, the environment becomes an active entity in
the multiagent system. Support for interaction mediation enables agents
to exploit the environment to coordinate their behavior. Advanced uses
of the environment (from pheromone infrastructures for simple ant-like
agents to electronic institutions for complex cognitive agents) are situated
at the interaction mediation level.

2.3 Further Reading

[45] gives an extensive overview of research on environments and elaborates
on the position of the environment as a first-order abstraction in multiagent
systems. [14] integrates the environment as a first-order abstraction in the
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Agent-Group-Role (AGR) model. The extension is based on the notion of space,
which can be seen either as physical area or a social group. [19] argues for new
formalizations that explicitly represent indirect interaction in the environment
beyond accepted models of concurrency that represent only direct interaction
via message passing. [36] elaborates on the governing role of the environment in
multiagent systems, bridging the work on electronic institutions with research
on environments in multiagent systems.

3 Model and Responsibilities of the Environ-
ment

In this section, we start with explaining a model of the environment that con-
siders agents and the environment as distinct abstractions. Next we give a brief
overview of responsibilities of the environment. The section concludes with a
number of pointers for further reading.

3.1 Three-Layer Model

[48] discusses a model for multiagent-based applications that describes agents
and the environment at three levels. The model provides a reference frame-
work that can help researchers to distinguish between agent and environment
responsibilities. The three-layer model is shown in Fig. 1.

• The MAS (Multiagent System) Application layer contains the Application
Specific Logic, i.e. Application Agents and the Application Environment
of the multiagent system. The Application Agents are the autonomous
entities in the multiagent system, the Application Environment offers a
domain specific abstraction to Application Agents, hiding the complex-
ity of resource access, interaction handling, and consistency management.
The Application Environment imposes the rules that regulate domain dy-
namics.

The application logic is typically deployed on top of a MAS Framework.
The multiagent system framework supports predefined multiagent systems
abstractions, such as a particular engine for agent’s decision making, sup-
port for communication, a model for action, etc. These abstractions can
be reused over different applications.

• The Execution Platform is composed of a Middleware on top of an Oper-
ating System. Middleware serves as the glue between (distributed) com-
ponents. It provides support for remote procedure calls, threading, trans-
actions, persistence, load balancing, generative communication, etc. In
general, middleware offers a software platform on which distributed appli-
cations can be executed.

The operating system enables the execution of the application on the phys-
ical hardware, it offers basic functionality to applications, hiding low-level
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Figure 1: Three-Layer Model for Multiagent Systems.

details of the underlying physical platform. The operating system man-
ages memory usage and offers transparent access to lower level resources
such as files, it provides network facilities, it handles the intervention of
the users, it provides basic support for timing, etc.

• The Physical Infrastructure layer includes the application hardware on top
of which the Execution Platform is deployed. The Physical Infrastructure
is composed of the Computer Hardware with Hosts and a Network Infras-
tructure, and the Physical World, if present in the application.

A multiagent system typically comprises all three layers, although some sub-
layers may be empty, e.g. when the multiagent system is built from scratch, the
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MAS Framework layer is empty. The proposed three-layer model promotes the
environment to a first-order abstraction, at the same level as the agents. Agents
and the environment span the three layers of the model. This is graphically de-
picted in Fig. 1 with the dashed vertical rectangles. An agent, first of all, is
composed of an application specific part, i.e. the Application Agent located in
the MAS Application layer. The realization of this Application Agent may be
based on a generic MAS Framework that, in turn, exploit an underlying Middle-
ware and the Operating System services. Finally, the agent software is hosted
and executes on a physical system that is part of the Physical Infrastructure
layer. Analogously, the environment consists of an application specific part that
corresponds to the Application Environment, located in the MAS Application
layer. The Application Environment is typically built on top of a MAS Frame-
work that is supported by generic Middleware and Operating System services.
As for the agents, the environment software executes on a physical system,
that includes Hosts equipped with processors and an interconnecting Network
Infrastructure.

3.2 Responsibilities of the Environment

We now discuss a number of core responsibilities that can be assigned to the
environment [45, 47]. Some of these responsibilities are located in one particular
layer of the three-layer model in Fig. 1, others span several layers. Our goal is to
make explicit the responsibilities of the environment as first-order abstraction.

• The environment structures the multiagent system. The environment is
first of all a shared “space” for the agents, resources and services, which
structures the whole system. Resources have a specific state and can be
manipulated by the agents. Services are considered as reactive entities
that provide functionality to the agents. The agents as well as resources
and services are dynamically interrelated to each other. It is the responsi-
bility of the environment to delineate the possible relationships. Different
forms of structuring can be distinguished: (1) physical structure refers to
spatial, topological or distribution relations; (2) communication structure
refers to information exchange relations, such as direct message transfer or
stigmergy; (3) social structure refers to the organizational relations, such
as roles, groups, societies.

• The environment embeds resources and services. An important responsi-
bility of the environment is to embed resources and services. Resources
and services are typically situated in a physical structure. The environ-
ment should shield low-level details of resources and services to the agents.

• The environment can maintain dynamics. Besides the activity of the
agents, the environment can have processes on its own, independent of
agents. A digital pheromone, for example, is a dynamic structure as it
aggregates with additional pheromone that is dropped, it diffuses in space
and it evaporates over time. Agents can use pheromones to dynamically
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form pheromone paths to locations of interest. Another example of an
environmental activity is a self-managing field in a network. In this ap-
proach, the movements of agents are driven by abstract force fields that are
spread in the environment by agents or resources. Agents coordinate their
behavior by following the shape of the fields. The environment has to keep
the fields consistent according to the network dynamics. The environment
may also provide support for maintaining state related to agents, examples
are the normative state of an electronic institution or tags for reputation
mechanisms. Maintaining such dynamics is an important functionality of
the environment.

• The environment is locally observable to agents. Contrary to agents, the
environment must be observable. Agents are typically able to inspect
the different structures of the environment, as well as resources, services,
and possibly external state of other agents. Observation of a structure is
typically limited to the current context (physical context, communication
context and social context) in which the agent finds itself.

• The environment is locally accessible to agents. Generally, agents are able
to access the different structures of the environment, as well as resources,
services, and possibly external state of other agents. As for observability,
accessing a structure is limited to the current context in which the agent
finds itself. Resources can be modified, generated, or consumed by agents.
Services on the other hand provide functionality to the agents on their
request.

• The environment can define rules for the multiagent system. The environ-
ment can define different types of rules on all entities in the MAS. Rules
restrict access to specific resources or services to particular types of agents,
or determine the outcome of agents’ interactions. Rules can represent con-
straints imposed by the domain at hand (e.g. bandwidth limitations for
communication), or constraints imposed by the designer (e.g. specification
of a normative structure in an electronic institution).

3.3 Further Reading

[48] elaborates on the three-layer model of multiagent systems and applies the
model to several applications. [47] elaborates on the responsibilities of the en-
vironment as a first-order abstraction in multiagent systems. [23] proposes an
approach that employs wireless technology embedded in the physical environ-
ment to represent context information to agents at the level of the Application
Environment. [9] proposes an approach to augment the environment with a cog-
nitive middle layer that provides a shared ontology of the relevant information
of the physical world to the agents. [40] analyzes the role of the environment in
the context of manufacturing control and shows that significant responsibilities
can be attributed to the environment. [21] presents a framework for electronic
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institutions, illustrating the benefits of a regulated and trustful environment by
enforcing norms and providing specific institutional services.

4 Environment Engineering

A core research topic of environments for multiagent systems is environment en-
gineering. State-of-the-art agent-oriented methodologies offer little support for
environment engineering. SODA [27] and GAIA v.2 [50] are example method-
ologies that explicitly deal with the environment in the methodological process.
Yet, design support is limited to the representation of resources, simple access
control to the resources, and some basic support for topology.

4.1 Stages of Environment Engineering

In general, environment engineering impacts all the design stages of application
development, from architectural design, over detailed design, down to imple-
mentation.

• Architectural Design. Starting from system requirements, including func-
tional requirements and quality requirements (robustness, flexibility, open-
ness, etc.) as well as project and business constraints (budgets, schedules,
legacy systems, etc.), the first step in environment engineering is defining
a suitable software architecture. [4] defines software architecture as “the
structures of the system, which comprise architectural elements (software
modules, processes, deployment units, etc.) and the relationships among
the elements.” Software architecture urges engineers to think first in ab-
stract terms about the structure of the environment, distilling away low-
level design and implementation details. The functionality of the envi-
ronment is provided by the diverse software elements, while the quality
requirements are primarily achieved through the structuring of the soft-
ware elements. An architectural pattern [37] (or architectural style) is a
recurring architectural approach (i.e. a set of architectural elements or-
ganized according to a well-defined structure) that addresses particular
quality requirements and can be reused for building software architectures
of environments. A reference architecture combines a set of architectural
patterns and can serve as a blueprint for developing software architectures
for a family of environments that share a common base of functional and
quality requirements. As such, reference architectures of environments
embody domain knowledge and experiences and provide a solid base for
large-scale reuse.

• Detailed Design. A software architecture constrains the concrete devel-
opment of an environment, yet, it does not define it. Detailed design is
concerned with the concrete design of the various software elements of the
environment’s software architecture. Detailed design of environments is
supported by description languages and design patterns.
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• Implementation. Support for the implementation of environments comes
from frameworks, libraries, and development platforms. An important is-
sue with respect to the implementation of environments is the integration
with middleware. Middleware provides a software platform for distributed
environments, hiding complex issues such as low-level details of commu-
nication or mobility.

4.2 Further Reading

[46] exploits the environment in an industrial system of automatic guided vehi-
cles that transport loads in a warehouse. The software architecture employs a
virtual environment that represents the physical environment, augmented with
a flexible coordination medium for the agents. The virtual environment is sup-
ported by the ObjectPlaces middleware [34, 35]. PROSA [41, 40] is a multia-
gent system reference architecture for the domain of manufacturing control. In
PROSA, the environment is an essential abstraction that is attributed signifi-
cant responsibilities for coordinating the agents. A promising approach to de-
sign software architectures for environments of cognitive agents are coordination
artifacts [31]. Coordination artifacts embody and enact the laws of multiagent
system coordination. [43] generalizes the work on coordination artifacts towards
artifacts. Artifacts encapsulate environment responsibilities to support individ-
ual and social activities within a multiagent system organization. [18] presents
a software architecture for context-aware interaction in mobile networks. The
environment is designed as a layered architecture, and provides context informa-
tion to application agents, hiding the low-level details of the underlying network.
The context information can be customized to the needs of the application at
hand.

Interesting approaches for environment design are MIC∗ [16] and ELMS [26].
MIC∗ is a design approach for environments with a focus on agents’ interactions.
The approach emphasizes the separation of agent and environment concerns.
ELMS is an environment description language for multiagent simulation. The
language provides support for specifying perception and interaction of cognitive
agents. [38] discusses a environment-centric methodology for designing reactive
multiagent systems. This approach is inspired by the standard regulation loop
as defined in automation control.

5 Applications

Exploiting the environment in multiagent system applications is not new. Re-
searchers working in the domain of situated agent systems have been devoting
pertinent attention to the environment for a long time [44]. These researchers
have demonstrated that the environment can serve as a robust, self-revising
shared memory, and an excellent medium for indirect coordination of agents [45].
Several practical applications show how indirect interaction trough the environ-
ment increases the power and expressiveness of multiagent systems, enabling
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solutions that would otherwise be practically impossible or at least very com-
plex. There are examples in domains such as supply chain systems [32], network
support [6], manufacturing control [7, 29], and multiagent modeling and simu-
lation [2].

In cognitive agent systems, the environment is mostly used as a container
for agents and a means for communication [5, 39]. Advanced uses of the envi-
ronment in cognitive agent systems are coordination infrastructures [28, 8] and
electronic institutions [25, 42, 13]. Coordination infrastructures encapsulate the
laws that govern the observable behavior of agents and their interactions, and
provide engineers with the suitable abstractions to define them. Electronic in-
stitutions allow engineers to superimpose laws and norms on agents to govern
their interactions in a structured environment. Norms can be enacted in a pre-
scriptive way, or can be enforced by an infrastructure that detects and sanctions
unwanted behavior.

Hereafter, we discuss recent developments in multiagent system applications
that exploit the environment, and we point to a number of references for further
reading.

5.1 Recent Developments

In the above mentioned applications, engineers consider the environment essen-
tially as infrastructure for agents. Such infrastructures provide reusable solu-
tions that can be exploited over many applications. Yet, this perspective does
not exploit the full potential of the environment in multiagent systems. An
infrastructure typically accounts for a predefined set of responsibilities. For a
particular application, all responsibilities that are not managed by an infras-
tructure remain to be addressed by the agents, often leading to heavy-weight
agents. However, several applications have shown that a flexible assignment of
responsibilities among agents and the environment is beneficial. In this case,
engineers consider the environment as a first-order design abstraction, an inde-
pendent building block that can be assigned a custom set of clear-cut responsi-
bilities. As such, the environment can be exploited as a design space that can
be used creatively when building multiagent system applications. Engineers
can use agents as well as the environment to make a well-considered assignment
of responsibilities according to the system requirements at hand. Allocating
responsibilities among agents and the environment helps to manage the huge
complexity of engineering real-world applications, and improves separation of
concerns in multiagent systems.

We illustrate how the environment is used as a design space by means of
an example [46]. The example is an industrial transportation system that uses
several automatic guided vehicles to transport loads in a warehouse. In the
application, each vehicle is controlled by an agent. Since the warehouse envi-
ronment is very constrained, it restricts how agents can exploit the environment.
Agents can only steer the vehicles along well-defined paths in the environment,
they can command the machines to manipulate loads, and communicate with
each other via wireless communication. An obvious approach to coordinate
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agents’ behavior is to use negotiation protocols. However, due to the highly
dynamic nature of the system (irregular stream of tasks, changing traffic loads,
mobile vehicles that have to avoid collisions, vehicles that leave for maintenance
and afterwards re-enter the system, etc.), this would yield a very complex so-
lution. Therefore a virtual environment is employed. The virtual environment
is a software layer between the agents and the physical infrastructure. The
virtual environment is assigned responsibilities that extend beyond the basic
communication infrastructure, and constitute a flexible coordination medium
that supports the agents. The virtual environment integrates different kinds of
coordination.

First, the virtual environment supports the assignment of transportation
tasks to vehicles by means of a field-based coordination approach. In this ap-
proach, tasks emit fields that attract idle vehicles. As the virtual environment
is responsible for maintaining the fields, agents are alleviated from performing
complex task assignment protocols: the agents of idle vehicles just steer their
vehicles along the gradient of the combined field, guiding the vehicles towards
loads that have to be transported.

Second, to avoid collisions, the virtual environment supports an approach
inspired by traffic lights. Agents place hulls in the virtual environment to de-
marcate the path they intend to drive. The virtual environment is responsible
for detecting conflicts, and changing the hulls’ color accordingly. Without a
conflict, the environment changes the hull’s color to green, which is the sign for
the agent to drive on. In case of a conflict, the virtual environment resolves the
problem and changes the color of the vehicle with the highest priority to green,
indicating that it is safe to drive on. The color of the hulls of the other involved
vehicles is changed to red, indication that they have to wait.

Because the environment is assigned the responsibility to deal with the co-
ordination of vehicle movements, the agents are relieved from the burden of
performing complex negotiation protocols. The above example of the virtual
environment illustrates how the environment can be used creatively, i.e. as an
integrated, customizable medium that facilitates the development of a multia-
gent system application.

5.2 Further Reading

[17] employs a simulated warehouse environment to test the control software
that steers automatic guided vehicles. The control software is embedded and
activated in the simulated warehouse environment to test collision avoidance.
The simulated warehouse environment facilitates testing by means of (1) repre-
senting dynamism in the warehouse environment in an explicit manner, and (2)
detecting conflicts of dynamism in an automated way.

[30] considers the environment as a design abstraction, employing digital
phero-mones to coordinate the behavior of unmanned vehicles in a shared en-
vironment. [22] exploits application-specific computational force fields in the
environment to coordinate the movements of mobile agents.

[24] uses an environment that is able to organize and adapt agent roles
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as conditions warrant. The design combines strategies from game theory and
biologically inspired models to address fault mitigation in a large-scale, real-
time, data acquisition system. [3] considers the graph-like spatial structure of
web pages that are connected by hyperlinks as an environment in which agents—
which represent users that browse the web—are positioned and move. Keeping
track of agents’ movements allows sites to adapt according to the visiting agents.
Besides, the proposed approach allows to introduce new forms of interaction
among registered visitors.

6 Conclusions and Challenges for Future Re-
search

In the past two years the environment in multiagent systems has become increas-
ingly important and is now becoming a focus of research in its own right. In this
paper, we reflected on state-of-the-art research on environments in multiagent
systems. Recently, the perspective on the role of the environment in multiagent
systems has undergone a fundamental change. Whereas the environment is tra-
ditionally considered as infrastructure for agents, recent research considers the
environment as a first-order design abstraction that can be used creatively in the
design of multiagent system applications. Distinguishing between agent and en-
vironment responsibilities helps to manage complexity and improves separation
of concerns in multiagent systems, resulting in better engineering practice.

Many issues are open for future research on environments in multiagent
systems. [45] gives an extensive overview of challenges in the domain. The
main challenge for future research on environments is to make a step forward
in environments engineering. So far, only a limited number of initial models
for environments engineering have been proposed. An important challenge will
be the development of reusable architectural approaches for the design of envi-
ronments. Architectural patterns and reference architectures for environments
carry the promise to provide a solid base for large-scale reuse. Examples of
open problems for detailed design of environments are support for designing in-
direct interaction or environmental laws. Another interesting area for research
is the development of specific design and implementation patterns for environ-
ments [20, 33].

For detailed information about the E4MAS workshop series we refer to the
E4MAS website [10].
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